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TAC

The TAC signal usually paints before a momentous price move. To trigger the signal,
the price must pop a significant amount within a very short amount of time (one
candle’s worth). We look at this signal as an advertisement for manipulation or the
false start of a momentous move to come. The likelihood of the price momentum
moving in the same direction as the TAC signal is greater when confirmed by the other
signals in the suite. The possible price movement scenarios are as follows:

In the same direction
The price moves immediately in the same direction as the TAC signal

The price moves briefly in the same direction as the TAC signal, briefly reverse in the opposite
direction (creating bear/bull traps), then start a momentous move in the same direction as the
TAC signal
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In a different direction
The price will immediately move in the opposite direction as the TAC signal

The price will briefly continue to move in the same direction as the TAC signal
then start a momentous move in the opposite direction

Sideways/Consolidation
The price will briefly move sideways in a period of consolidation before starting a momentous
move in either direction
The price will only consolidate and move sideways for a long period of time (this option is very
uncommon but has been observed)
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The
Green/Purple
Background
When the price moves within a trend, its background will shade to green for an
up trend or purple for a down trend. This signal is meant to help hold through
the entire duration of a trend despite short pullbacks or candles moving in an
opposite direction.

Solid green background:
This is referring to the background color being shaded green continuously, meaning the
upward trending move is solid and has decent strength/momentum. The price would move
upwards with this background

Solid red background:
This is referring to the background color being shaded red continuously, meaning the
downward trending move is solid and has decent strength/momentum. The price would move
downwards with this background
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Black/white background:
This is referring to the background color being absent so it lacks a color/is the default color of
your tradingview set up. This means the upward or downward move isn’t established yet
because of low strength, low momentum, or the trend very recently reversed and the new price
movement in the opposite direction is too new to be established yet. The price can move
sideways if there’s no strength in either direction, barcode if the two trends have equal strength
and are competing for dominance, or have a decent move up or down if a trend is just
beginning.

Red-green, green-red background:
If neither an upward trend or a downward trend has enough momentum or strength to be
significantly higher than the other, then the background will alternate colors or paint very short
durations on each color with periods of no background color in between. The price can move
sideways if there’s no strength in either direction, barcode if the two trends have equal strength
and are competing for dominance, or have a decent move up or down if a trend is just
beginning.

Disclaimer: this indicator is a lagging indicator because it needs enough data points before establishing a trend. It can
be thrown off by price that isn’t continuous (pre market trading or overseas trading that isn’t recorded on the same
price chart as the one running the background color signals), extremely momentous moves, or a reversal/reaction to a
momentous move.
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Entry signal
The entry signal is a pinpoint spot to enter a trade. It will be labeled as “In” in
tradingview, colored red or green, and have a triangle pointed in the predicted
direction of the coming move.

Green entry signal: presents an opportunity for entering longs or calls.

Red entry signal: presents an opportunity for entering shorts or puts.
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Exit signal
The exit signal is a pinpoint spot to exit a trade. It will be labeled as “Out” in
tradingview, colored red or green, and have a triangle pointed in the predicted
direction of the coming move. The intended use is to get out of a position that’s
currently being held, not necessarily as a sign of a reversal to get in on a new
position.
Green exit signal: presents an opportunity for exiting a long or a call position
that’s currently being held.

Red exit signal: presents an opportunity for exiting a short or a put position
that’s currently being held.
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Volume
Volume spike: this signals a massive influx of trading volume that is at least 2 times the size of
previous average volume

Ramping volume: this paints above multiple consecutive bars of volume with the same type
of strength (green bars for more buyers than sellers, red bars for more sellers than buyers) if
the volume is increasing with each consecutive volume bar. A green upward pointing triangle
is for increasing buying volume and the purple downward pointing triangle is for increasing
selling volume

Disclaimer: These signals are meant to give more confidence when entering a trading in either direction to ensure that
your trade is moving within a fleet of trades, making it harder for the trade to be singled out for reversal. However, there
are no absolutes when trading, and trading within high volume can lead to a rug pull or numerous other traps, which is
why it’s important to use this signal as support for other signals when deciding to enter/exit a trade
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Momentum Fade

This signal normally paints after a momentous move in one direction. When it paints, it signals
that the price momentum is slowing or dying down. This doesn’t mean the price cannot move
further in the same direction, it only means the momentous move that just happened is done
for now, which can either signal a calm before a storm (up for a reversal/counter trend move or
down again for a next wave) or the beginning of consolidation (where the price moves sideways
after a big move).
GREEN MOMENTUM FADE: THE MOMENTUM OF THE DOWNWARD MOVE IS
SLOWING OR ENDING

RED MOMENTUM FADE: THE MOMENTUM OF THE UPWARD MOVE IS
SLOWING OR ENDING

This signal can be extremely helpful for both crypto and options traders because it offers
people, who maybe expect the rally they just rode to continue, a solid exit opportunity and a
chance to reevaluate their TA to possibly re enter or play in the opposite direction while the
price takes a break from moving as rapidly.
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The TACBotz
Dashboard

The TACBotz dashboard collects instances of our signals and organizes them
to make finding the next moving position faster and easier. To access this
dashboard and more, visit https://www.tacbotz.com/
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